1. Introduction. Let F be a two-dimensional Euclidean space, and let x be a vector ranging over V. The vector function f(x) is to be a vector in V defined over a set 5 of the space V. The Euclidean distance between any two points x and y in the plane is denoted by \x-y\. Furthermore ƒ (x) is to satisfy a Lipschitz condition, so that there exists a positive constant K such that (1) |/(*i) -ƒ(**)! ^ K\*i-**\ holds for all pairs xi and #2 in 5.
In event ƒ (x) is a real-valued function of a variable x ranging over a set S of a metric space, then the extension of the definition of f(x) to any set T^)S so as to satisfy the condition (1) has been accomplished. 1 The present paper establishes the result that the vector function f(x) can be extended to any set TZ)S so as to satisfy the Lipschitz condition with the same constant K. In §3 it is shown how the method used to obtain the above result can be applied to yield an extension for the case considered by McShane.
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If f(x) has its
Presented to the Society, April 11, 1942; received functional values in a metric space then, in general, it cannot be extended so as to preserve (1). The geometric theorems which arise in forming the extension prove to be of as much interest as the extension itself. In the following section it is shown that this extension is a consequence of the following theorem about sets of circles in the plane. A circle with center Xi and radius ri is the two-dimensional set of points x for which |#- 
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2. The extension. If the set S consists of a single point xi, the extension off{x) to a second point x 2 is trivial. We will let S' be the set in the /-plane which corresponds to the set S in the #-plane.
Suppose that the set S consists of two points X\ and #2, and that we wish to extend f{x) to a third point #3. With the points KXJ as centers (j = 1, 2) draw circles Cy with radii r 3 ' = K\xj-Xz\, respectively. Define xj to be
With xj as centers draw circles Cj with radii rj -r$, respectively. Since by hypothesis \x[ -xi \ ^K\x\-X 2 \ , and since by construction the product Ci-C 2 7^0, it is true that Cl Cl 5*0. To extend ƒ{x) to #3 so as to satisfy (1), choose x$ £CY CI. Since \xj -x$ \ ^rj =rj = K\XJ-Xz\, letting/(# 3 )==#3', the function f{x) has been extended from S={xi, x 2 ) to T={xi, # 2 , x*) so as to satisfy the Lipschitz condition (1).
The crucial extension, as we shall see, is from S=(xi, #2, #3) to T= (#1, #2, #3, #4). In order to construct this extension, the following lemma and theorem are essential. For convenience denote the triangular set determined by three points yi, 3/2, yz by A{y\, y% yz)> LEMMA 1. If three circles CI (i = 1, 2, 3) with centers xi, respectively, are such that
where B(CI) is the boundary of the circle CI.
To prove Lemma 1 select three points #»y£C/ Cj A (i = l, 2; j = 2, 3; j>i) which exist by virtue of (6). Since A(x[ 2 , x iz , #23) CA(^i , x{, x 3 ')> in proving (8) it is sufficient to prove
Denote the line segment joining points x and y by #;y. Since C{ is convex, #i 2 #i3 CCI.. Also (7) implies that the point #23 is not contained in C{. 2Z ) , and since Qi and Qz are joined by an arc of B(Cl) having the same properties, condition (9) holds with i = l, j = 2. Since we can choose any pair of the circles CI and repeat the above argument, condition (9) has been proved, and hence Lemma 1 is established.
THEOREM 2. Suppose the two triangles A(3/1, 3> 2 , yz) and A (x{, xl, xl ) are such that (10) I x[ -%i I g I y t -y,-\, i,j = 1, 2, 3.
PÂew /<? any point y* in the plane there corresponds a point xl contained in A(x{, xl, xl ) such that
To prove Theorem 2, with yi as centers draw circles d with radii r% = \y4-yi\, respectively. Similarly with xl as centers draw circles CI with radii rl =r», respectively. Since 3^4 G C*, the products Ci-Cj'A(yi, y 2 , yz)9 é 0. Hence condition (10), together with the fact rl =r iy implies condition (6).
We first prove that condition (10) implies CI • CI • CI -A(x{, xl, xl ) 5^0. Suppose this were not so. Let Pij be a point of intersection of B(Cl) and B(Cj). Since we suppose (7) holds, Lemma 1 implies that Pij can be chosen so that PijÇz.A(x{, x 2 , #3') (i = l, 2;j=2, 3; j>f). Since we supposed C{ • C 2 • C3' • A = 0, we have (12) \xl -P 12 | <|* 2 ' -Pi,|.
Denote the angle less than or equal to T, determined by three points ai, a 2 , a 3 , with vertex at a 2 , by Zaia 2 a 3 . Since by definition |*i -P12I = \x{ -Piz\ =fi, condition (12) implies by the law of cosines that (13) Z xlx(P 12 < Z xlxlPu.
Condition (13), together with the fact PizÇzA(x{, xl, # 3 ')> implies the first of the inequalities (14), we see that in these three triangles A(#/, P*y, xj) the sum of those six angles, each of which has its vertex at one of the points xi, xi, #3' is less than w. Hence the sum of the remaining three angles in A(xi, Pij, xj) satisfies the condition (15) ]C ^ XiPijXj > 27T, i = 1, 2; y = 2, 3; y > i. By construction \x{ -P12I =|^»-yt\ (^ = 1, 2). Condition (17) implies by the law of cosines that in the triangles A(xi, P12, xi) and AOyi, yi, y2) (18) I xi -xi I > I y 2 -yi\.
This contradicts assumption (10). Hence the assumption that (7) holds is false. Thus choosing a point xl GG' • Ci • Ci A^O, we have \xl -xl I iS-rl =r*= I^*-3^41 (^ = 1, 2, 3) and Theorem 2 has been established. We now readily establish the following theorem.
THEOREM 3. If the plane vector f(x) is defined on a plane set S= (xi, x 2} xi) so as to satisfy the Lipschitz condition (1), then it can be extended to any plane set T = (xi, x 2 , x$, xl) so as to be Lipschitz preserving. The extension f(xl) can be defined so as to be contained in the triangle formed by the points f (xi) (i = l, 2, 3).
PROOF. In Theorem 2, let
Then the point xl in Theorem 2 is the desired extension ƒ (xl) =xl, since conditions (10) and (11) imply that
In order to extend f(x) from an arbitrary set 5 to any set TZ)S we first prove Theorem 1. This can be accomplished by means of Theorem 2 and by a theorem of Helly 4 as follows. Choose an arbitrary but fixed set of three circles C» (i = l, 2, 3) in the set of circles M of Theorem 1. Since in Theorem 1 the hypotheses include the fact that YLMCÎT^ 0 f choose the arbitrary point y A in Theorem 2 so that ^Glli-iC** Then Theorem 2 implies that there exists a point xl such that \xl -x' | g \y±-y%\. Since^GÜJ-iCt-, itis true that 13^4-y*| Sri, whence \xl -xl \ Sri. Since r[ = ri in Theorem 1, the above inequalities imply that each set of three circles in M f has a point common to all three circles. Now by Helly 1 s theorem, with n = 2, it is true that all the circles in M' have a point in common. Thus Theorem 1 is established.
Now we are in a position to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 4. Suppose the plane vector function f(x) is defined and satisfies the Lipschitz condition (1) on a set S of the plane. Then if T is any set containing S, it is true that f(x) can be extended to T so as to preserve the Lipschitz condition (1). The extension off(x) can be defined so that the set of points (f(x), for xÇï.T) is contained in any prescribed closed convex set containing S', where S f = (f(x), for xES).
PROOF. First, we prove that if U is any set on which f{x) satisfies the Lipschitz condition (1), and if Xo is an arbitrary point exterior to U, then f(x) can be extended from U to U+xo so as to satisfy (1). To do this let Xi be an arbitrary point in U, and let be the corresponding point in
#££/]. With yi -Kxi as center and with radius r»s=2u XQ X% draw a circle d. As Xi ranges over U, denote the set of circles thus defined by M. Similarly with xl as center and with radius r/ =r{ draw a circle Cl, and denote the set of all circles, as xl ranges over U', by M'. Since condition (1) holds on Z7, condition (2) in Theorem 1 holds on U. Furthermore since by construction ri -K\x 0 -Xi\ we haveHijfC*5^0. Hence Theorem 1 implies thatJ^M'Cl 5^0. Consequently there exists a point xl, with xl £lX»f'C7, which implies that
for all corresponding pairs x% and xl in U and U', respectively. Hence letting f(xo) =XQ , we have extended ƒ (x) from U to U+x 0 so that the Lipschitz condition (1) is preserved. For convenience denote the above extension from an arbitrary set Uto the set U+x 0 , where x 0 is arbitrary, as extension E.
The extension from a set 5 to a region T 1)5 of Theorem 4 can be accomplished as follows. Let R be the set of all the points in the plane which have rational coordinates. Extension E of the preceding paragraph implies by ordinary induction that f(x) can be extended from the set S to the set S+R so as to satisfy the Lipschitz condition (1). Let x be any other point in the plane. In order to effect the extension to x let Xi be any sequence of points with rational coordinates such that lim,-»» Xi~x. If we define UzsS+^Xi, x 0 =x, then extension E of the preceding paragraph yields an extension ƒ (x) so that ƒ (x) satisfies (1) on U+x 0 . Condition (1) implies that lim is=00 f(xi) =f (x) . The function ƒ(x) is defined uniquely at x, for let yi be any other sequence of rational points such that lim i==sû0 yi-x. Letting U^S+^yu and # 0 ==x, extension E yields an extension ƒ *(x) such that f (x) satisfies (1) on U-\-xo. Since lim f(y t ) = lim ƒ(*,) = ƒ*(*) -ƒ(*).
Î = oo i = oo
The f unction ƒ (#) thus defined satisfies the Lipschitz condition (1) on the whole plane. To prove this statement, let x and y be any two points in the plane, and let Xi and yi be two sequences of rational points such that lim^oo xi-x, lim t==00 yi = y. Then the inequalities Thus the first part of Theorem 4 is proved since if we can extend ƒ (x) to the whole plane we can surely extend it to I'D5.
To prove the last sentence of Theorem 4, let L be any closed convex set such that 1/35'. Consider the sets of circles M and M' defined in the first paragraph following Theorem 4, however with U = S and U' = S'. Consider any two circles C{ and CI in M'. Since the straight line joining the centers of these circles is in L, and since (1) implies which contradicts the hypothesis |f(xi) -f{x%)\ Sw(\\x\, # 2 ||). Thus C{ -CI T^O, and any point x{ £CY • C{ serves as an extension /(# 3 ). In order to extend ƒ(x) from an arbitrary set U on which (22) holds, to a set U+xo, with f(xi) as centers, #»££/, draw circles CI with radii r[ 2=w(||xi-, #o||), respectively. Since each pair of the circles CI intersect, Hetty's* theorem, with n = 1, implies that ÜC7 ^0. This implies that f(x) can be extended from U to Z7+#o so as to preserve condition (22). The extension of f(x) from 5 to the whole space now follows by transfinite induction.
An advantage of the above procedure arises from the fact that if the extension were impossible, the method would reveal it. Counterexamples exist which show that if f{x) has its values in a metric space, then, in general, f(x) cannot be extended so as to preserve conditions (1) and (22). For example, let x range over a two-dimensional metric space in which all the "unit spheres" are congruent squares having corresponding sides parallel. Let ƒ(x) have its values in the two-dimensional Euclidean space. In Theorem 1, let-C* (i = 1, 2, 3) consist of three unit squares such that CvCi-C&=p consists of one and only one vertex from each square. Also choose Cj so that rl =r,-= l, x{ =(1, 0), xi =(-1, 0), x{ =(0, 1 + e), €>0. The constant e can be chosen so that condition (2) holds. Although condition (3) holds, conclusion (4) fails. Hence one cannot extend f(x) from 5= (xi, x%, # 3 ) to T= (xi, # 2 , x 3 , P) so as to preserve condition (1).
The first generalization of the material in § §1 and 2 would be to the ^-dimensional case, and thence to a Hubert space. In the w-dimensional case the crux of this generalization lies in the generalization of Theorem 1, since that of Helly applies to the w-dimensional case. In the case of a Hubert space one would also need a generalization of the theorem of Helly. These matters are still open questions. The author wishes to express his appreciation to Professor Max Zorn and to Dr. W. T. Puckett with whom he has had stimulating conversation concerning these topics.
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